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greatest in action.
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As it turns out, it takes a lot of effort to keep us looking and smelling our 
best - an absolute army of products and services, in fact. Cosmetics, skin 
care, hair styling, hair coloring, hair removal, nail salons, tanning salons, 
massage parlours and luxury spas, shower and shaving product, 
perfumes, colognes...and a whole lot more.

And that’s where it starts to get interesting - within each of these 
segments are products for every different skin tone or texture, allergy, 
age, hair type or color, sex - even the time of day! It is a level of diversity 
and nuance that may go unnoticed to the casual observer. Some of us, in 
fact, are overwhelmed by all those rows of shaving cream.

But increasingly we are the minority - most consumers care, are 
discerning, and will try a number of different products before finding 
something that works. Once they find it, however, brand loyalty - 
whether for a shampoo or a particular salon - is extremely strong.

Producers differentiate themselves through their target demographic 
markets, price point and with different manufacturing processes. 
Products that promise no animal testing or that are all natural, for 
example, have loyal, niche markets and can often charge a premium.

Service providers compete primarily through price, location as well as 
their target demographic markets. Types of service and the related 
products that are offered are vital to profitability. Hair salons and barber 
shops, for example, rely on 5-15% of their revenue from hair care 
product sales.

Products and services focused on our aging population. Said plainly - 
we have a large retired/retiring population, and many of them have 
money to spend.Products and services focused on babies and young 
children. This is frequently related to the organic/sustainable movement 
above. In particular, millennial moms are willing to pay a premium to make 
sure their kids have the proper skin protection. With strong and growing 
demand, employment estimates through the roof to meet that demand 
and a strong history of being a steady business even in turbulent times, 
the beauty industry continues to provide fantastic opportunities.

BEAUTY INDUSTRY



Salonex 2017 has recently got
hair expert Jawed Habib,
Bollywood make up artist Ojas

Rajani and skin and beauty veteran
Dr.Malvika Kohli on board of advisors
for SALONEX 2017

Jawed Habib brings with him an
experience of two decades and his
expertise in the field of hair and
beauty is unmatched. "Hair business
is a skill which needs regular
upgradation  to be successful.
Come and join SALONEX with me -
a spectacular platform to learn &
present your style & business skills.
Do the Best to be the Best!" says
Jawed Habib

Ojas Rajani who is known for his
impeccable makeup techniques and
dressing up the "who's who" of

Bollywood is one of the most
talented make up artist of
Bollywood. "Salonex is a platform
which gives impetus to talent in India
and I am honoured to be a part of it
as a BOA whilst representing
Bollywood Makeup Industry
Internationally " exclaims Ojas

The members of the advisory board
include Editor of Cosme protech
magazine Sheela Iyer expressing her
views stating that "Mr.Sethi had
visioned this platform way back in
90's and it has pioneered us. I am
obliged to be a part of it as it makes
a comeback".

Also, the founder of Shear Talent
School of hairdressing and former
Head of Artistic Education  for India,
L'Oreal Matrix Taniya Naz is a part of
BOA for Salonex 2017 and exclaims
that "I think Salonex is  doing a great
job where they are empowering us
in terms of education and totally

loved the show. I think it is a great
job and a superb learning platform".

Salonex is part of The Trade &
Technology Exposition Co (India) Pvt
Ltd. which also organizes Giftex,
India’s largest & premium exhibition
on Corporate gifting.This trade
exhibition will not just have
exhibitors displaying their products
with live demonstration & seminars
but the introduction of SALONEX  2
Clubs viz; Salon & Spa Owner’s
Club and Salon &Spa Professionals
club, which has 65000+ registered
members.

"Salonex is being revamped after 18
long years and we want it to be a
trendsetter in the beauty and
wellness industry.  We are glad to
have have hair and beauty veterans
being part of Salonex 2017 and this
is just the beginning. The consumers
and trade can expect and look
forward to a lot more from Salonex

Jawed Habib, Ojas Rajani and Dr.Malvika Kohli
on Board of Advisors for Salonex 2017

2017 "says Digamber Sethi, CEO
Salonex.

Salonex 2017 is a spectacular
opportunity for companies to
exhibit their products at this b2b
platform which will attract and allow
visitors from Hair, Beauty and Spa
industry through the length and
breadth of India to get an education
about the latest trends and
technologies in the beauty &
wellness industry. It will also result in
a chance to augment skills and
business opportunities and
network. Some key reasons to
exhibit are to enhance brand
awareness &visibility, find business
partners and tap new markets,
launch new products, meet
potential and focused buyers,
collect leads, expand business
network and find distribution
channels.

Exhibitors can also look forward to
connecting with their target buyers
by opting to sponsor the seminar,
Classrooms-live demonstrations,
buyer seller meet etc.

One can witness special events
such as classroom sessions
comprising lectures and demonstra-
tions by industry experts, seminars
which will see industry leaders
provide an insight into the striking
characteristics of this industry, gaps
in the market and its future.
Professionals can put their skills to
the test by participating in exciting
competitions.

Salonex 2017 (erstwhile Salon
International) will be held  on April
17-19, 2017 at Nehru Centre, Worli
Mumbai. This trade exhibition of
beauty and wellness products is
back after a hiatus of 18 years. The
last exhibition was held in the year
1999.

For more information call (022) 2207
5448 or write at info@salonex.in.
www.salonex.in
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First GMP-compliant CDMO in the
Indian Ocean

BIOLABEX, a Mauritius-based
R&D Laboratory, today
announces the

launch of its development and
manufacturing activities in BioPark
Mauritius. Recently accredited as the
first GMP-compliant CDMO (Contract
Development and Manufacturing
Organisation) in the Indian Ocean,
BIOLABEX provides cosmetics,
pharmaceutical, and nutraceutical
companies with a full spectrum of
R&D and consulting services - in
early development, formulation,
manufacturing, concept marketing,
regulatory affairs, and compliance
audits.

“Mauritius is widely regarded as one
of the world’s biodiversity hotspots
and we saw great potential in
locating our first laboratory here,”
said Marc LABICHE, CEO of
BIOLABEX. “We also have an office
in Paris, and this dual presence

allows BIOLABEX, and its clients, to
draw benefits from the best of both
worlds - close proximity to a rich
source of active ingredients, and to
leading players in the pharmaceutical
and cosmetics industries. These
factors place BIOLABEX in a prime
position to serve as a global hub.”
Occupying 500 sqm of laboratory
space, the BIOLABEX is fully
equipped with state-of-the-art
technology managed by an
international team of experts from
diverse backgrounds.

Through leveraging on the com-
bined expertise and technology,
BIOLABEX aims to develop the best
solutions to suit the business needs
of clients, in compliance with
international standards.

With these new activities, BIOLABEX
complements the existing R&D
capabilities offered in BioPark
Mauritius, the first biotechnological
hub in the Indian Ocean. The other
key players include CIDP, an

internationally recognised CRO
(Contract Research Organisation),
and QUANTILAB, a multidisciplinary
analytical laboratory specialised in
microbiology, organic, and inorganic
chemistry.

Together, the three partners offer
cosmetics, pharmaceutical, and
nutraceutical clients a full R&D
package, from the sourcing of active
ingredients to product
commercialisation.

To date, BIOLABEX has collaborated
with a number of key clients,
including one of dermatology
sector’s largest players.

“For now, our focus is on the
cosmetics, pharmaceutical, and
nutraceutical market in Europe and
US, before looking towards
promising markets such as Africa
and Asia. Our future plans include
expansion of our clientele to other
industries, such as medical devices,
food supplements, and agriculture,”

BIOLABEX Opens R&D Laboratory in
BioPark Mauritius

Marc concluded.

To learn more about BIOLABEX, visit
www.biolabex.com.

About BIOLABEX
Strategically located in Mauritius and
Paris, BIOLABEX is the first GMP-
compliant Contract Development
and Manufacturing Organisation
(CDMO) in the Indian Ocean. As a
centre of expertise, BIOLABEX
provides companies with a wide
spectrum of R&D and consulting
services, covering the areas of early
development, formulation,
manufacturing, concept marketing,
regulatory affairs, and compliance
audits.

With its headquarters in Mauritius,
BIOLABEX is a key player in the full
suite of services proposed by the
BioPark Mauritius, which brings
together the most successful
biotech companies.

Located in the heart of the Indian
Ocean and close to Madagascar, the
laboratory is located near a source
active ingredients from a rich
biodiversity for R&D activities, while
its Paris office allows close access to
its main clients - leading players in
the pharmaceutical and cosmetics
industries in Europe and US. This
dual presence enables BIOLABEX to
serve as a hub in a globalised world.
At present, BIOLABEX works with
the leaders of the cosmetics,
pharmaceutical, and nutraceutical
industries to boost and support a
variety of development projects, in
compliance with international
standards.

For more information, visit
www.biolabex.com
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just bend it and twist
it’s easy tweezy

Facial Hair removal
made easy!

www.tweezy.co.uk

For tips, testimonials, stockists
and our online store: 

Tweezy made it to #1 on two of
Amazon's "Top Ten" lists: "Movers and

Shakers" and "Hair Removal/Threading"

As featured in:

NEVER WAX, LASER OR USE CHEMICALS AGAIN!

TWEEZY - THE MULTI-AWARD WINNING
FACIAL HAIR REMOVAL DEVICE!

Everything you love about threading without the cost.
No chemicals, no heat, no fuss! Unwanted facial hair can now
be removed from the roots quickly and effectively within the
privacy of your home with a simple and easy-to-use device!

Over 50,000 sold in the UK and worldwide!

“A brilliant new way of removing unwanted
facial hair at home: the Tweezy.”
Sarah Vine, Daily Mail

“This product is genius and is a tool we each
should have in our makeup bag at all times!“
Pixiwoo.com

“The product is amazing and handy to use
when in an emergency. Also saves me money
on salon. Whoever created this product is
a life saver. 10/10.”
Rashmita, UK

“For that fine facial rug, those rogue 
moustachio strands and the witchetty 
chin-straglers, arm yourself with this slinky 
little beast.”
Annabel Rivkin, ES Magazine

Business
of the year

Best new hair removal product
& Special innovation award

The multi-award winning Tweezy was voted:

C

M
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CY

CMY

K

Tweezy ad v3 PRESS.pdf   1   22/02/2017   09:21







EDITION 2017

260 exhibitors from hairdressing/aesthetic/nail/make-up sectors
550 brands presented
50 000 visitors expected
90% of visitors 2016 would like to participate to the édition 2017
1 500 international competitors for the OMC Hairworld
70 countries represented

Invitation card
for professionals only
You are a beauty Professional ?
We have pleasure in inviting you to the MCB by BS 2017.
Please find all information on the website www.mcbbybeauteselection.com

REAL INTERNATIONAL
BEAUTY MEETING PLACE
The MCB by Beauté Sélection is the reference event for the unveiling of the
latest products, brands, services and techniques of the hairdressing and
beauty sectors. A complete offer expressing the innovation, creativity and
trends.

A RICH, INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC OFFER OF TRENDS •

• The brand shows
• Technical and trends demonstrations
• Business conferences & round tables
• 4 highlights: The Emergent Talent, What’s up in Paris, Talent Starter,

The Hairdresser
• Spaces dedicated to product innovations ans new technologies

MCB BY BEAUTÉ SÉLECTION
PRESENTS THE OMC HAIRWORLD
The 2017 edition will highlight international talents by welcoming The
Hairdressing Hairworld organized by the OMC, world’s leading organization
with more than 50 member countries.
Two days of competition with hairdressing, aesthetic, nails and beauty
challenges.
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Organiser - BolognaFiere Cosmoprof S.p.a. - Milan - Italy  
ph. +39.02.796.420 - fax +39.02.795.036 - info@cosmoprof.it

company of

in cooperation with



YOUR PARTNER
FOR PROFESSIONAL BEAUTICIANS

FIND OUT MORE:
www.maluwilz.de · www.american-nails.com

Visit us at COSMOPROF ASIA HONG KONG 
11 - 13 November · Booth 1E - L3C

COLOR COSMETICS SKIN CARE NAIL ART

MADE IN GERMANY



WELCOME TO THE NEW ERA
OF HAIRCARE AND SKINCARE.

COSMOPROF ASIA 2016 HK:
HALL 3G - D3A

WWW.COSSWISS.COM
INFO@COSSWISS.COM

WE CREATE THE FUTURE OF INNOVATIVE 
BEAUTY BRANDS.



activ’
inpulp®

BIOCYTE, Feed your beauty
www.biocyte.com

INNOVATION
Anti-aging cream

is no longer a cream!

3 CLINICAL TRIALS:
   Reduces wrinkles -22%
 Satisfaction 90%
 Promotes hydration +63%
   Reduces redness

1 capsule
per day







Radiance 
& health

for my skin

2 PATENTS + 7 EXCLUSIVE 
MARINE COMPLEXES

Cosmétique Marine |  1962



www.Chella.com  |  www.ChellaBrowBar.com





The battle of beauty retail is on –
and trust me it’s looking great.
Over the last 20 years,

shopping has taken a dramatic shift
from being mainly done in-store or
through catalogue to a more digital
format. The choice between offering
online shopping, in-store or a blend
of both has been a question every
brand has had to address to keep
moving forward. We have worked
with many brands trying to deter-
mine the best strategy to gain results
for both in-store and online,
including the most effective ways
social media can be used to create
a successful product or services
launch for those looking to expand
online.

Shoppers are more connected to
digital than ever, and brands are
taking notice. Many companies,
which 10 years ago barely made a
digital mark, are now leading the way
in the digital shopping revolution. As
customer expectations continue to
change, shoppers are beginning to
focus on getting products the
quickest and simplest way. So the
question is, which one of these
methods is the best for customers
and why should brands consider
them for their own strategies?

IN-STORE

First stop the beauty counter! The
beauty counter has long been a
shopping staple in any department
store or retail location, which is why
it’s often found close to the front of
the store and offers eye-catching
displays. Over the past 100 years,
the beauty industry has progressed
exponentially. As it continues to
develop, brands must be ready to
grow alongside this. Technology has
even been making its mark in the
beauty industry, with smart
hairbrushes, digital colour match
departments for foundations and
new tech beauty application tools.

Customers that choose to shop in-
store are able to directly connect
with products and brands – often
testing and getting an expert
opinion or looking at colour
comparisons.

The Pros

Shopping in-store is always an
experience – it doesn’t have to be a
large experience, but it does
connect shoppers to a brand on a
different level than an online store
would. Shopping holds a very social
aspect – Some people use
shopping as a bonding experience
with family and friends or just as an
excuse to get out of the house for a
few hours. Getting products
instantly – perfect for shoppers who
need a product right away.

Testing – in-store customers are able
to test products; many people
don’t want to commit to a product
without trying it on in-store or
getting an idea of how it will look.
Experts – shopping in-store offer
sales experts who work with the
brand, specialising in product
knowledge on particular beauty
products.

Extra training – beauty stores are able
to offer additional services such as
makeup training, makeovers, hair
services and more. Brands like
Topshop, Mac and Benefit also offer
classes in specialised fields.
The Cons

Lack of reviews – one great aspect
of online is getting a wide range of
opinions from shoppers who have
bought the product as well.
Feeling judged – some women find
the beauty section of department
stores to be overwhelming, most
are hesitant to bring up personal
issues, while feeling embarrassed by
their own lack of knowledge about
product. Studies show older

Online Shopping V.S. In-Store:
Battle of the Beauty Retail
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women are opting for online shopping as they feel staff may judge them.
The biggest pull to the store is to test out products that are difficult to buy
online. In many cases, once a customer has determined that they like a
product they switch to online for future purchasing. Open and close –
customers are limited to shopping within open hours and cannot get
products after the shop is closed.

Overspending – it’s common for people to come in for one thing and leave
with a whole bunch of extra items they didn’t intend to buy. Businesses
need to get to grips with analytics to ensure they are expanding the

potential of their bricks and mortar stores.

ONLINE SHOPPING

Digital has taken over! Online shopping, although relatively new, has taken
huge steps forward to become the preferred method of shopping for many
customers. It is also a great tool for brands of any size to sell their products
worldwide. Online offers smaller brands a level playing field to explore and
grow their reach across diverse customer bases. As the beauty industry
grows the digital aspect develops alongside it, YouTube makeup tutorials,
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beauty how to’s and popularity of
social influencers will continue to
expand the beauty market.

The Pros

Do it at home – one of the biggest
appeals of online shopping is the
fact that it can be done anywhere.
This means you can buy a new eye
shadow pallet without having to run
to a store and wait in line for it. This
also opens up the option of
ordering products on the go.
Instead of rushing around to run
errands you can quickly purchase a
product and have it delivered to you
next day, while also giving you the
option to order a product at any
time of day without having to wait
for a store to be open.

Extra Information – customers are
more informed than ever. Online
shopping enables consumers to
compare products using online
reviews and news articles to make
sure they are finding all the informa-
tion about a product before
choosing to purchase. Many online

retail locations have also added
product knowledge experts
available through live chat to help
with any issues or questions
customers may have.

Social media influencers – younger
shoppers are even more influenced
by online reviews and social
influencers. Brands are able to
collaborate with these influencers to
show off new products or offer
special online sales codes. Many
social influencers have their own
branded products that partner with
larger beauty brands. Pixiewoo, Kylie
Jenner, Zoella and Tanya Burr are just
a few of the social media stars that
have created their own lines of
beauty and makeup products.

Product comparison – online offers
a wider range of diverse brands; this
includes smaller start up companies.
This is not only great for a brand
coming up in the industry to find a
customer base, but also gives
customers a chance to try products
from a wide range of retailers
without having to rush around the

high streets to find them. Products
are almost always in stock – if you
can’t find something at one online
store, try the next one. At a physical
location you are only able to buy
what is in stock currently in store,
lowering the range of choices.

Deal Hunting – online offers a wider
range of websites for price
comparison.

Beauty Boxes – surging in popularity,
the beauty box is a specially curated
selection of beauty products sent as
a monthly subscription. This not only
makes it easier for people to find a
brand, but also gives customers a
chance to sample a product and
become familiar with a brand before
buying more products.

The Cons

No testing – as mentioned
previously as a positive for in-store
locations, the lure of testing a
product on your own skin is
extremely enticing. As customers are
all a wide range of colours and

ethnically diverse it can be difficult to
determine a perfect match without
giving it a try in-store. This can waste
money for customers who struggle
to find a correct match and can
often cause them to question their
loyalty to a brand. Anti-social –
customers miss the physical aspect
and experience aspect of shopping
in-store. This doesn’t promote
brand loyalty and can make brands
feel interchangeable with very little
setting them apart from competition.

A joined up approach

As you can see both online
shopping and in-store experiences
have benefits and drawbacks.
However, the best approach is not
to see these as competing
environments but to have a joined
up approach to both.  Many large
companies are now creating the
new role of Head of Ominchannel.
It’s far more effective to take a
blended approach in order to get
the best of both of the traditional
and non-traditional worlds of
beauty.
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IZUK IMPEX, manufacturer and
exporter of herbal henna products
since 1917, has added new
products to its vast array of herbal
products. The new offering is
Hairdo -  Hair styling Wax for men
which is a natural product and free
from all the chemical ingredients.

Hairdo has launched four types of
Hairwax in the market -- SURFER-No
Shine, ROCKER-Flexible Re-
Mouldable, MATTE-Natural Texture
Control, and TEXTURE-For Raw
Texture - to enhance lustrous shine,
flexible hold, emphasize shape and
cut of your hair. The easy to apply
and wash off gels give a stylish look
and provide mild fragrance to
complement the overall personality.
It comes in packages of 25gms (Rs
30) and 100 gms (Rs 150). The
ingredients include Cetreath,
Polyvinylpyrrolidone, Propylene

IZUK IMPEX Launches Hairdo - Hair
Styling Wax To Its Product Line

Glycol, Polysorbate 20, Disodium
EDTA, Capric/Caprylic Triglyceride,
Fragrance & Preservative

AVAILABLE AT- at leading stores pan
India , online available at
www.mubarakdeals.com
ABOUT IZUK IMPEX
Where purity is priority, Izuk Impex is
a renowned name and an estab-
lished manufacturer, supplier and
exporter of exotic range of premium
quality herbal henna based hair color
and other herbal Products.
Empowered with previous
experience and vast resources, Izuk
Impex has brands like MoonStar
Herbals, Real Tone, Body Ethics and
Hairdo that provides a range of
natural products that include: Henna
based Herbal Hair Colors, Herbal
Henna, Herbal Henna Tattoo, Herbal
Face Scrubs, Herbal Face Creams,
Hair Wax, Hair Oil, Lip charm etc.

TBC by nature unveils Power Magic Peeling Gel Scrub
 
New Delhi- After nasty winter finally summer is about to come and most of us are worried about Tanning , dust and
pollution which causes damage and form layers of dead skin cells on your skin. At that moment when you look into the
mirror and spot your skin turning dull and flaky that means this is the time to apply some exfoliation to get rid of dead
skin cells and hidden impurities from your face. Keeping in mind all your concerns TBC by nature introduces their New
Signature Series’s product Power Magic Peeling Gel Scrub for all skin type. It removes impurities from your skin instantly.

Exfoliating your skin remains a vital part of the cleansing routine and natural and alcohol free products are the best to
give to gentle and supple skin. Power Magic Peeling Scrub is a gel that visibly rolls, lifts and sweeps away dead skin
cells when massaged onto skin. It replenishes your skin with the goodness of Pineapple, Pomegranate,
Keratinase, effectively peel and help uncover a smooth, fresh, new complexion without drying, irritating, or causing
undue stress to skin. It removes impurities and decongests clogged pores for a youthful, radiant look. It is Paraben free,
removes dead skin cells and decongest clogged pores from the skin. TBC by nature’s product never lets you down in
front of your friends and always take care of trust on brand.
 
Once you start using a Power Magic Peeling Gel Scrub,you get that the results are undeniable.
 
Price:- Rs. 350 for 100g
 
Availability- All leading departmental store across India.
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At Baxter Cinema (Milan) the 50th
edition of Cosmoprof Worldwide
Bologna, the leading international
hub for the latest trends in the
beauty industry, scheduled from
March 17 to 20, 2017, has been
presented to the press. The
exhibition is organized in collabora-
tion with Cosmetica Italia – The
Personal Care Association and with
the support of the Italian Ministry of
Economic Development and ITA –
Italian Trade Agency.

“The 50th edition is recording
record numbers”, says Franco Boni,
President of BolognaFiere Group.
”2.604 exhibiting companies (94
more than 2016) coming from 69

THE 50th EDITION OF COSMOPROF WORLDWIDE
BOLOGNA HAS BEEN PRESENTED IN MILAN

countries in the world. Among the 2017 exhibitors, 73% of them come from foreign countries. The exhibition is
growing up to 7%, and there are great expectations on the number of visitors participating, too, with  a +10% of
online purchase”.
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Discover a  
whole new skin 

sensation
www.lasaea.com

Distributors 
wanteD

www.lasaea.com | info@dobi.com

Made in Switzerland

Exclusive ingredients from the swiss alps

Globally unique modular system

Scientific

Cosmeceutical

MODULAR LUXURY
SKINCARE FOR
ALL SKIN TYPES

Beauty Trading AG | Bernstrasse West 64 
CH-5034 Suhr | Switzerland | Tel. +41 62 855 29 19

DO_Lasaea_Hongkong_220x290_151019.indd   1 19.10.15   13:38



Let your eyes speak your style as
FACES Canada now launches
the versatile Ultime Pro Eye

Shadow Palette for infinite eye looks.
With exclusively curated shades,
FACES Ultime Pro Eye Shadow
Palette will create sophisticated eye
looks in a jiffy that reflects your
attitude. Walk out with the under-
stated classy look in the morning
and get party ready by evening, as
FACES Ultime Pro Eye Shadow
Palette is a perfect solution for any
time of the day.

With two shade palettes ‘Nude’ and
‘Rose’ to choose from, FACES
Ultime Pro Eye Shadow Palette
ranges from shimmery to 10 matte
shades. These dazzling colors glide
on your lids like a dream, and lasts all
day long so that you can shine like a
diva. It blends smoothly and is easy
to use with the brush applicator
inside that builds the perfect look.
Worry no more, for these palettes
have a non creasing formula that
makes it easy for you to flaunt your
eyes looks wherever you go!
Get set to flatter your looks, as
FACES Ultime Pro Eye Shadow

Palette is now here.
Price:

FACES Ultime Pro Eye shadow
Palette- Nude   Rs.999
FACES Ultime Pro Eye shadow
Palette- Rose   Rs.999

About FACES CANADA
FACES Cosmetics, with a proud
Canadian heritage spanning 40 years,
offers an exclusive line of makeup,
skincare products and make-up
accessories offering over 300
stunning products in India.
Headquartered in Toronto, Canada
since being established in 1974,
FACES now has a steadily growing

MASTER THE ART OF EYE LOOKS WITH THE NEW

FACES Canada Ultime Pro Eye
Shadow Palette

international presence. With a reputation for on-trend beauty and premium
products, FACES offers unparalleled variety in its products at attractive price
points. The brand is known for its unique product innovations and formula-
tions. Combining international cosmetic technology with a comprehensive
understanding of the needs of an Indian woman, FACES continuously
innovates to offer a wide range of high performance and world class
cosmetics. FACES Cosmetics stores across the globe celebrate vanity
through internationally acclaimed makeup, skincare and beauty accessory
products with exciting promotions, free make-overs, trend-spotting, beauty
advice and a lot more at the store.

FACES has already been making a splash across most major cities in India,
with 12 exclusive beauty stores in major metros and Tier I cities. The bang-
on-trend, FACES color cosmetics are also available in over 700 cosmetic
retail stores and in select modern trade outlets of Shopper’s Stop, Lifestyle
and New U. FACES cosmetics can also be bought online through a number
of e-commerce portals such as flipkart.com, nykaa.com, purplle.com, and
shoppersstop.com.
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Eurofragance, the specialised
fragrance design and creation
company, increased its

turnover in 2016 by 9%, from €63.1
million in 2015 to €68.8 million in
2016. Eurofragance achieved these
results through significant growth in
its areas of expansion. The company
boosted sales in the Asia Pacific and
in America, geographical areas
where it is making heavy invest-
ments. The Catalan firm has just
opened a new factory in Singapore
and it has ramped up production
capacity at the plant in Mexico. To
enable this expansion and market
consolidation, Eurofragance has
made large-scale investments with a
total CAPEX amounting to €3.5

million.

Regarding the categories where
Eurofragance works, Household did
particularly well, growing by 56% in
2016. The company sees the Home
Care segment as an opportunity for
growth. In the meantime, the Fine
Fragrances segment, the company’s
core business, is continuing to give
good results, with an improvement
of 15%.

R&D continues to have an essential
role in the development of
Eurofragance. That is why the firm
has been working on new formats
and products that offer higher
added value to customers, a

Santiago Sabatés, CEO and founder at Eurofragance

Eurofragance grows by 9% and
turns over €68.8 million in 2016
The workforce has grown by 14.4% to 254 employees.
The company has made large-scale investments with a CAPEX of €3.5 million.

strategy the company intends to
maintain. In this regard, Eurofragance
has increased the workforce by
14.4% to 254 employees, recruiting
qualified staff for its four Creative
Centres and its three production
plants.

Eurofragance, “Capturing sensations”
since 1990
Eurofragance is an international,
family-owned company dedicated
to the design and production of
fragrances for perfumery, personal
and home care products. It was
created in 1990 with the slogan
“Capturing sensations”. It creates
unique fragrances in which it invests
its creativity, passion and know-how

so as to give its customers’
products an added value.

Eurofragance has local presence in
more than 60 countries and sells its
products on five continents. There
are affiliates in Turkey, Mexico, Dubai
and Singapore.

The company has a manufacturing
plant and its headquarters in
Barcelona and a plant in Mexico D.F.
and Singapore, as well as exclusive
distribution in the Philippines. The
company turned over €68.8 million
in 2016 and it now has 254
employees.

Eurofragance is a socially respon-
sible company. It is committed to
education and offers scholarships to
students at IQS (Chemistry Institute
of Sarria) in Barcelona and collabo-
rates with UPC Campus (Polytechnic
University of Catalonia) in Terrassa in
the Aromas and Fragrances Master,
which it provides with material and
teaching staff. It is part of the
Patronage Council of Pascual
Maragall Foundation, collaborating
on research in Alzheimer’s. It
participates in research on the
effects of olfactory therapies applied
to neurodegenerative diseases in
childhood. It develops policies for
the reconciliation of family and
working life for its employees.

More information; Montserrat Arias.
Bemypartner. Tel. +34 93 631 84 50
/ +34 687747846.
Montserrat.arias@bemypartner.es
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Self-proclaimed ‘hair activist’ to
showcase hottest hair trends
and colouring techniques at

Centre Stage by Nazih Group

Guy Tang, one of the world’s most
recognised names in the profes-
sional beauty industry, is making a
debut appearance in the Middle
East, as he prepares to inspire
thousands of stylists with his latest
hair colouring techniques at the
Beautyworld Middle East exhibition
in Dubai.

The Hollywood hair artist has
travelled the world delighting
audiences with his perfectly crafted
metallic tones, and stunning pastel
hues. Using the hashtag
#Hairbesties, Tang has attracted
millions of followers on his YouTube,
Instagram and Facebook social
media platforms, with a unique style
of providing education through
entertainment. The 35-year old self-
proclaimed ‘hair activist’ will transfer

those high octane, fun, and
colourful sessions to the live stage
when he headlines a star act of hair
and makeup professionals at
Beautyworld Middle East 2017,
which runs from 14-16 May at the
Dubai International Convention and
Exhibition Centre.

Tang will share his techniques and
tips for blonding and colouring
using the Olaplex hair strengthening
treatment at Centre Stage by Nazih
Group – a three-day educational
showcase at Beautyworld Middle
East highlighting the latest trends and
developments in the beauty
industry.

He will show how he incorporates
Olaplex in his hair art form, and
believes the bond-building
treatment is an indispensable arsenal
that every hairstylist should have in
their salon. “I’ve been traveling the
world with Olaplex sharing my
knowledge, techniques, tips and

tricks and I am so excited to be at
the Beautyworld Middle East show
in Dubai for the first time,” said Tang.
“This will be my first stop in the
region and I’ve heard so much great
things about Beautyworld Middle
East – grand, luxurious, the best of
the best. I can’t wait to see all my
Hairbesties at the show, where
they’ll see me demonstrate live,
step-by-step hair colouring
techniques and show the hottest
trends that I’ve created.”

Nazih Group, one of the Middle
East’s largest beauty and cosmetic
companies, is the region’s exclusive
distributor for Olaplex and other
professional haircare brands such as
ghd, John Paul Mitchell Systems,
Alter Ego, Indola, Macadamia Natural
Oil, and Revlon.

Nazih Hamad, the Managing Director
of Nazih Group, said: “Having Guy
come to Dubai means a lot for the
Middle East beauty industry, and he
was so excited when we invited him
since he’ll have the opportunity to
share his artistic talents with
hairdressers across the region.
“Salon owners will benefit massively
from Guy’s appearance, and he’ll
inspire hairdressers to be as
international as he is. He loves
sharing his secrets, tips, tricks and
hair colour formulas, which will
definitely add value to hairdressers’
knowledge and skills.”

Beautyworld Middle East is the
region’s largest trade fair for beauty,
hair, fragrances, and wellbeing.
Now in its 22nd edition in 2017, the
annual showcase has built a
reputation of attracting the biggest
names in the professional beauty
business, having welcomed
celebrity hairstylist Tracey
Cunningham for the first time last
year. Ahmed Pauwels, CEO of
Messe Frankfurt Middle East, the
organiser of Beautyworld Middle
East, said: “The Middle East is the

HOLLYWOOD HAIR ARTIST GUY TANG HEADLINES STAR ACT OF
PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS

at Beautyworld Middle East 2017

Beautyworld Middle East
14-16 May 2017

Dubai International
Convention and Exhibition

Centre, UAE

world’s fastest growing market for
beauty and personal care, and so
it’s a wonderful opportunity when
high-profile names such as Tracey
Cunningham and Guy Tang come to
the region to motivate and inspire
industry peers.

“Guy Tang is a game changer for
many in the industry, and his quirky
style will ensure visitors to
Beautyworld Middle East will come
away rejuvenated and inspired to
perhaps become celebrity
hairstylists in their own right.”

Beautyworld Middle East 2017 will
feature more than 1,500 exhibitors
from 60 countries, and comprises
the key product groups of Hair, Nails
& Salon Supplies; Cosmetics &
Skincare; Machinery, Packaging, &
Raw Materials; Professional Equip-
ment, Spa & Wellness; Fragrance
Compounds & Finished Fragrance;
and Personal Care & Hygiene. Other
event highlights in addition to Centre
Stage by Nazih Group include the
Battle of the Barbers, Hair Education
by ghd, Nail It! By OPI, Quintessence
– the art of perfume, the Trend
Forum, and the Business in Beauty
Summit.

The dedicated platform is ideal for
global players to launch their latest
products and network with
thousands of retailers, distributors,
wholesalers, beauty professionals,
importers and exporters from
throughout the wider region and
beyond.

The strong international flavour will
be underlined by 21 country
pavilions from Argentina, Bahrain,
Bulgaria, Brazil, China, Egypt, France,
Germany, Hong Kong, India, Italy,
Korea, Morocco, Pakistan, Spain,
Taiwan, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, UK,
and the USA.

More information is available at:
www.beautyworldme.com.
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Make-up is a vibrant growth
category where innovation
plays an important role in

driving consumer interest. The
European market has benefited from
a high level of product launches,
with many designed to appeal to
digitally engaged consumers who
like to look “selfie-ready” when
posting on social media.

According to Euromonitor*, sales of
make-up in Europe reached €11bn
in 2015 and showed a modest
growth of 2.8%. Eye make-up was
the largest product category, valued
at €3.7bn with growth of 1.7%; face
make-up was worth €3.5bn, up
4.5% and lip products rose 2.4% to
reach €1.9bn.

The UK was the largest and most
buoyant market, valued at €2.7bn
with robust sales growth of +5.9%
year on year. Much of the growth
has come from premium founda-
tions and concealers, which
increased by 14.3% year on year.
Formulations are becoming ever
more sophisticated and refined, so
that the skin is left primed, nourished
and natural-looking, unlike traditional
foundations which often reinforce,
rather than hide imperfections. For

example, Burberry’s Bright Glow
Foundation delivers a bright glow
through which skin is still visible.
Other face products that light up the
face include Beam Team Bronze,
from The Estee Edit, Estee Lauder’s
diffusion brand, and Charlotte Tilbury
Magic Foundation, that claims to give
a perfect looking second skin that
lasts all day. Described as a new
generation of anti-ageing, full
coverage foundation, its “hyper-
intelligent” formula dispenses evenly
over the skin and does not sit in
imperfections. One of the key
ingredients is laricyl, a concentrated
mushroom extract that is said to
improve skin firmness, tighten pores
and flood the skin with moisture.

Make-up sticks are a strong trend,
despite a long tradition in pencils for
eyes, brow and lips. A modern take
on an old product, today’s sticks
are chunkier, do not need to be
sharpened and are formulated to be
as effective as powder or cream
products. For example, Smashbox
has brought out a Step-by-Step
Contour Stick Trio of creamy
blendable sticks for contouring,
highlighting and bronzing. Mean-
while, Clinique has extended its
Chubby Stick range with two

Trends in
make-up
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Sculpting Contour and Sculpting Highlight sticks, shortly after launching in
the Nude Foundation Stick in ten shades from very light to dark.

Old products gain new relevance

Consumer interest in contouring and highlighting products has been driven
by a desire for taking selfies, using camera phones or tablets. Not content
with the ability to photoshop images using smartphone software and apps,
women are turning to make-up to achieve a flawless image. Make-up brands
are targeting millennials, aged 18-30, who are the most involved age group
and like to post selfies on various social platforms, including Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter. Terms such as “photoshopping”, “filters” and “flash
photo” are used as a means of giving consumers the tools to achieve an

instant Instagram-ready look. For example, Estee Edit Flash Photo Powder is a
translucent, sheer finishing powder, inspired by fashion muse Kendall Jenner,
and promises a “picture-perfect finish that’s always ready for a flash”.

Meanwhile, face highlighters are being updated as strobing products, which
are designed to make skin glow, reflect the light and look flawless. UK
Glamour magazine recently described strobing as the new contouring:
instead of emphasizing the cheekbones from below with a darker shade,
strobing involves a targeted highlight on the tops of cheekbone which help
enhance and sculpt the face. Examples include MAC Strobe Cream, Barry M
Illuminating Strobing Cream and Nars Copacabana Illuminator.

Although some of the newest trends in selfie make-up come from Asia,
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strobing is something that is quite
new. “Strobing is a new naming that
is coming to Asia but as a product
effect is not new at all,” states
Florence Bernardin*, company
manager, Information et Inspiration,
that specialises in Asian beauty
trends. She affirms that strobing
used to be called shading or
products for 3D effect as many
Asian women want to have a
slimmer face that doesn’t look too
flat. “I would say strobing is bringing
new product formats such as
convenient pencils or cushions to
the beauty markets,” she asserts.

Meanwhile, Asia, and particularly
Japan, is the forerunner for make-up
products that claim to be perfect
from a 10cm distance and from any
angle, due to a blurring effect and
light reflection pigments. Bernardin
cites Integrate from Japanese brand
Shiseido, a loose mineral foundation
that evens out pores to make them
disappear, is non-cakey and has a
“just applied” long-lasting finish.

Another new term for an age-old

make-up product is “draping”,
which describes a new way of
applying blusher. Instead of applying
one colour, draping is about adding
layers of different colour to achieve
a youthful flush. For example, cult
make-up brand, Le Métier de
Beauté, has launched Exquisite
Kaleidoscope, a stack of four cheek
colors that fans out and are
designed to be used one on top of
the other.

Future trends

Beauty futurologist, Antoinette van
den Berg*, envisages a future for
make-up that will allows consumers
to embrace their individuality. She
predicts that transgender is an
important new group that will
influence brands to take another
approach to developing cosmetics.
“Brands will look at this group
differently and create a marketing
blur, in the same way as some have
when targeting older consumers,”
she believes.

Perhaps the biggest change in make-

up will come less from products and more from new technology. Already,
the way consumers choose make-up products is changing with the arrival of
sophisticated app technology, much of which coming from Asia. An
example from Korea is Laneige Beauty Mirror that allows the user to “apply”
different make-up looks using her smartphone and save them, either to
share on social media or as a reminder of products to buy directly from
Laneige. This is just the beginning and every day there are new apps
promising different ways to interact with cosmetics.
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After growing 8.2% in 2015,
the medical and surgical
aesthetics market grew a

further 8.3% in 2016. Representing
almost half of global market share
(46%), the USA still leads the way
on such procedures, followed by
Europe, the Asia-Pacific region and
Latin America, according to annual
figures from IMCAS (International
Master Course on Ageing Science),
revealed at a congress, January 26,
in Paris. Asia and body contouring
still record the highest growth rates.

Specialists estimate continued and
stable growth in cosmetic surgery
procedures worldwide, with 8.9%
growth by 2020. The market, worth
US $8.5 billion 2016, could be
worth US $9.2 billion in 2020.

Asia drives global growth

Global growth is above all driven by
Asia, which saw annual growth of
10% in 2016 and should continue
to follow Europe closely in 2020.
Demand in Asia is exploding,
practitioners say, driven by a rapidly
growing middle class and a quest
for more Caucasian features.

On the whole, the market for
medical and surgical cosmetic
procedures in the USA is predicted
to account for almost half of the
global market by 2020 (44%),
followed by the Asia-Pacific region
(23%), Europe (25%) and Latin
America (7%).

Behind the United States and Brazil,
South Korea was the third biggest
market for aesthetic treatments in
2015, with 1.2 million procedures
out of a global total of 21.7 million,

Cosmetic surgery market enjoys
growth worldwide

according to data from the
International Society of Aesthetic
Plastic Surgery (ISAPS).

While breast augmentation and
liposuction are the most popular
procedures in the USA, Brazil,
Mexico and most of Europe,
demand in South Korea is for eye,
nose, cheek and chin resculpting.

Injectable products still in vogue

Injectable products (principally
botulinum toxin and fillers) remain
the market leaders in terms of value
(38%), with an average annual
growth of 8.3% per year expected
until 2020.

However, energy-based devices
(laser, ultrasound, radiofrequency)

and body contouring devices are
almost as popular (35% of the
global market), and higher average
annual growth is expected (11%).

Body contouring procedures saw
the biggest growth in 2016, at
16.3%. This category includes
various types of procedures, such
as facelifts, abdominoplasty, buttock
implants and liposuction.

Cosmeceuticals (active cosmetics)
are seeing stronger growth than
breast implants, with average annual
growth of 7.6% versus 2.2% from
2014 to 2019.

Asia saw the strongest growth in
breast implants, at 7.3%, compared
to 0.4% in Europe.
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Although the economy of
Thailand has been lacklustre
amid serious political

uncertainty following a military coup
in 2014, the Thai personal care
market has continued to display
resilience. According to UK-based
market researcher Euromonitor
International, Thai retail sales of

colour cosmetics in 2015 grew by
7.5% year-on-year to the equivalent
of US$583.6m, compared with
2.8% in the economy overall.

This is a phenomenon for which a
robust inflow of foreign tourists
deserves some, if not most, credit.
According to national statistics from
the Tourism Authority of Thailand, a
record of 29 million foreigners came
to Thailand’s temples, beaches and
bars in 2015, contributing approxi-
mately 10% of the kingdom’s GDP.
For this year, the tourism authority
predicts 32 million foreign arrivals.

“The Thai economy hasn’t been very
good, but tourist customers are our

secondary target, and they are
offsetting subdued demand by our
primary target, namely Thai residents
in the mid-to-high income bracket,”
says a spokesperson for Bangkok-
based Erb, which is known for
collections of body and facial
creams and soaps, combining
traditional Thai ingredients with
modern packaging and marketing
techniques.

“Our tourist customers find us either
on Facebook and Instagram or in our
flagship shop in the CentralWorld
shopping mall right in the middle of
Bangkok,” she adds.

She elaborates that many foreign

Thai beauty market benefits from
tourist spend

passers-by are attracted into the Erb
flagship store with the help of
traditional Thai scents emitted by
electric diffusers placed at the store
entrances. She furthermore
explained that in terms of tourists’
origins, Westerners and mainland
Chinese tend to be drawn to Erb’s
home fragrances and home spa
products, respectively, while Thai
customers mainly shop for Erb skin
care lines.

Domestic versus foreign

Domestic players manage to
maintain positions among the top
ten players in the market even
though they are encountering strong
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pressure from international players.

“Although international players have
the advantage of huge budgets to
research and develop new
innovations for their already
extensive product portfolios,
domestic players have made great
efforts to compete against
international companies, focusing
on low-income consumers and
demand in provincial areas,” explains
Euromonitor Beauty and Fashion
Research Analyst Joanna Chan. The
country has a population of 67
million and the World Bank said
Thailand’s GDP per head in 2015
was $5,816.

Whereas Euromonitor forecasts
Thailand colour cosmetics sales will
increase by a CAGR (compound
annual growth rate) of 4% at
constant 2015 prices to reach Thai
baht THB24.5bn ($700m) in 2020,
UK-based market researcher
Canadean, for its part, forecasts the
unisex fragrances category to
register the fastest growth at a CAGR
of 3.5% during 2014-19.

“Around 60% of 18-34-year-olds
agree that they like to seek out
personal care products formulated
using the latest scientific break-
throughs,” says Irene Bi, Associate
Analyst at Canadean.

“That means scientifically proven

personal care products will start to
take off, particularly when they are
targeting younger consumers,” she
predicts.

Traditional ingredients

One brand focusing on traditional
Thai ingredients is Siam Botanicals,
whose collection covers facial
products, scrubs, massage oils,
bath salts, soaps and shampoos.
Siam Botanicals claims that its
products contain nothing but natural
cold pressed oils, and herb, flower
and fruit extracts. The ingredients are
sourced from Asia and Africa,
tested without animals and bottled
in Thailand using recycled brown
bottles or reusable plastic, for which
glass refills are available.

“Despite the slow economy, last
year was a good year, as we
stepped up promotion in shopping
malls and organic farmers’ markets
both in Bangkok and Thailand’s
second-tier cities, such as Udon
Thani,” says Amphrai Durrell, a Siam
Botanicals manager.

“Another reason for our success is
that we have been opening up sales
channels in overseas markets, most
notably Hong Kong and Russia,” she
adds.

Among the other internationally
acclaimed Thai beauty brands

inspired by Asian heritage and with spotlight on new natural ingredients, as
well as sensitive formulae, are Thann, Panpuri and Harnn, all of which are
Bangkok-based.
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Global beauty and personal
care trends have been
unfolding swiftly in recent

years, impacting and reshaping
product innovations and consumer-
ism. Looking ahead, Mintel has
outlined five factors shaping the
future of Beauty and Personal Care
product innovation:

The line between humans and
devices is increasingly blurred

As people become more reliant on
technology, one beauty trend
gaining momentum is the techno-
logical developments that have
been filling the spaces within the
industry. The integration of technol-
ogy into beauty and personal care
products promises to deliver a

higher efficacy of product. From a
retail perspective, technology has
greatly enhanced the experience of
consumers which has benefitted
both store owners and brands. It
has fuelled a greater desire for good
old-fashioned customer service that
combines high-efficiency and
interaction with genuine customer
service.

Sources of water will continue
to change

Water scarcity, pollution and
conservation will have a growing
impact on consumers’ daily lives. As
their awareness grows, it will drive
beauty brands to review how they
manufacture and formulate products
in order to limit the dependence on
water. As a result, innovative plant
waters will grow in popularity and
the source of the water used in
products will change, adding an

Innovations in Beauty & Personal Care
what does the future hold?

element of luxury to the concept.
Urban life results in energy
crisis

Around the world, tiredness is one
of the key health concerns for
adults. This is triggering beauty
brands to carry energy claims in their
messaging. Innovations are
developing along the line of
textures, fragrance and ingredients
to link energy benefits with sensorial
cues to evoke emotions.

It’s what’s on the inside that
counts

As consumers place more
importance on healthy living, they
are beginning to improve their
knowledge of ingredients, and are
prepared to roll up their sleeves to
make their own beauty and personal
care products. Brands are echoing
this trend, offering products that

carry the option of customisation, as
well as magnifying the importance
and benefits of natural ingredients.
From brow-raising snail slime to
centipede excrement used to
combat ageing, the industry has
raised the bar in scouting the globe
to expand on the concept of natural
ingredients. In the future, it will be a
whole new cycle of warming up to
new ingredients that are seemingly
out of the norm.

Being in the forefront of trends

As the world continues to urbanise,
it becomes increasingly challenging,
yet more important, for brands and
retailers to remain at the forefront of
trends. In doing so, they have the
opportunity to define the varying
notion of beauty and satisfy the
growing appetite of consumers to
address different needs and
concerns.
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Today’s consumers are living in
a rapidly digitising world,
which is becoming seamlessly

integrated into everyday life. This
dynamic environment is giving rise to
a number of factors, such as
universal smartphone usage and
dependency on the online
environment, which in turn are
influencing consumer lifestyles and
purchasing decisions.

One such evolving behaviour that
has spawned from this changing
environment, is the expansion of
traditional social exchanges. These
are no longer confined to physical
interaction and can be attributed to
the combination of social media and
enhanced mobile technologies,
such as smartphones and tablets so

Targeting consumers in today’s digital era
consumers can socialise at any time
of the day via mobile platforms.

Additionally, posting selfies online
or sending images is increasingly
commonplace in consumer routines
today, even sometimes replacing
text messages. Due to these
spontaneous social interactions, the
need to be ‘photo-ready’ is
becoming essential for digitised
individuals. This is evident in
Canadean’s research, which shows
that approximately three in five
consumers in Asia-Pacific say they
are conscious of their appearance in
photos and images.

In turn, this creates unique opportu-
nities for beauty brands. For
example, one of the defining

characteristics of image-based social media platforms, such as Instagram, is
that consumers are able to edit and enhance their appearance electronically
by the use of filters. Beauty brands can therefore capitalise on familiarity with
such programmes and their association with image enhancement to create a
unique positioning. One example of this would be Becca’s Backlighting
Primer available in Hong Kong which acts as an instant filter to create a ‘soft-
focused radiance’ and glowing appearance.
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A revolution in how ingredi
ents are sourced is in
progress. Driven by

consumers’ preference for healthier
earth friendly products, ingredients
made via synthetic biology will
increasingly make their way into our
daily lives.

Chemical companies dealing with
low oil prices and margins have
every right to be skeptical of newer
bio-based solutions. If we continue
to think of the industry as selling
more or less commodity products
to packaged goods companies like
Procter & Gamble and Unilever, then
concerns over nickels and dimes
and working to meet a current

specification makes sense.

However, if we think strategically
about our customers and the
demands of the end consumer, the
world of personal care products
starts to look very different.
We are in the midst of a period of
great social change. Both millennials
and their parents have embraced the
shared economy, social networking,
continuous communication,
asynchronous media, gaming, GPS,
and soon artificial intelligence –
essentially valuing “information” far
greater than the built environment.
Indeed, consumer markets have
changed dramatically with two big
exceptions: continued concerns
over individual health and the impact
of global warming. These are issues
that do pose a significant threat to
the chemical and allied industries.
Despite the majority of consumers
being still unaware of synthetic

biology, the pace of commercializa-
tion in the field, encouraged by
public and private investments, is
advancing at an unprecedented
speed.

Rare, expensive, labor-intensive, or
politically sensitive ingredients
previously made from petroleum or
extracted at low concentrations
from animal or plant sources can
now be cultured like wine and
cheese without incurring the wrath
of PETA, humanitarian, or environ-
mental groups.

Taking the end customer’s
point of view…

She is demanding not only that her
personal care products are
sustainable and not just less toxic,
but that they are biodegradable.
What if products from Procter &
Gamble or Unilever were not just

Synthetic Biology Aligns with Individual
Health Concerns and State of the Planet

less toxic, not just biodegradable,
but edible?

Let’s take it a step further – what if
you could manufacture packaging
that was not just edible, but good
for you?
What if this resulted in weight
reduction, helped create healthy
microbiomes, or resulted in happier,
better lives?

Sounds like snake oil?

Take a look at WikiFoods from
Quantum Designs, Inc. and look at
the work of Intrexon, or Advonex,
which produces precision
emollients and waxes from bio
sourced materials. We may think
we’re in the chemical industry, but in
the future, we will be in the
sustainable functionalized carbon
industry. A biological revolution is
underway. The revolution is driven
by consumer preferences for more
natural products, as well as a
fundamental desire to preserve the
planet we live on.

No doubt some of this is still years
away, and many of these companies
will fail, but you need to know now.
We will tell you which is which and
why in a series of multi-client reports
analyzing the impact of synthetic
biology on the chemical industries.

Kline and Promotum will address the
impact of the biological sciences on
the chemical industry. The first
report will focus on personal care
ingredients and describe the future
of emollients, packaging, anti-
microbials, and other segments. In
addition, it will provide an analysis of
companies like Intrexon, the Life
Sciences group of REG, Ginkgo
BioWorks, and Zymergen, and will
also look at the future of production
of higher alcohols, diols, esters,
diacids, amides, amines, alpha
olefins, alkanes/paraffin’s, olefins,
aldehydes, ketones, acetates, and
waxes.
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Top Trend 2017 #1: Customisation
Consumers want product to suit
them. Their lifestyle, their skin, their
tone, their look. When it comes to
developments in 2017, think about
how you can customise, or provide
a customisation option, for your
consumer. Some customisation
ideas you may want to use or
expand on include:
• Customisable bases with optional
actives: provide a base serum,
cream or crème-gel to suit your
target market needs in a pack with
concentrated ‘active’ serums to add
to the base to suite their skin needs
at any given moment. For example,
skin a bit congested today? Add
drops of the ‘clearing serum’ to the
base. Skin feeling dry? Add drops
of the ‘hydrating serum’ to the base.
Make sure you base addresses key
concerns in general such as anti-
pollution but provide active
concentrates with easy dispensing
units and clear instructions for true
customisation and a happy
consumer.
• Colour: always exciting to play
with, colour cosmetics should also
be customisable. Provide a multi-
colour palette with instructional on-
line videos on how to make their
lipstick pinks and reds ‘hotter’ or
more ‘muted’; or foundations (liquid
and/or powder) that can be
adjusted to be slightly lighter or
darker depending on their skin tone
depending on the season.
• Scent: you’ll see some exciting
customisation ideas in this area this
year – scents that can be modified
by the consumer with small
additions of concentrates to adapt a
base to their daily moods. Nothing
conveys a mood or personality
quite as well as fragrance so watch
this space!

• Apps: this year will see an
explosion of apps that will enable
customers to ‘try before they buy’ in
a virtual reality space, and will be
tailored to help self-selection of the
best actives, colour and scent. If
you want your brand to be noticed
this year, get an app!

Top Trend 2017 #2: Sustainability
This trend has been growing in
recent years and will become a
mainstay this year – so you need to
start incorporating your sustainability
message into your general marketing
and company philosophies. Using
sustainably sourced materials is a
must moving forward; but adding to
this message are other environmen-
tally and/or community focussed
messages. From greening up your
carbon footprint, using materials that
‘give back’ and even making a point
of your recycled packaging, make
sure your marketing provides the
sustainability message of your brand
as a mainstay from 2017 on.

Top Trend 2017 #3: Sweat/Wear
Proof make-up
The use of film formers to enable
make-up to withstand exercise and
be selfie-ready at a moments’ notice
is really taking off. This trend is
especially prevalent in the major
growth area of colour cosmetics –
Asian trend setting women from 20
right through to 35, a big market to
cover so plenty of opportunity for
brands with various philosophies
and users! They also have the
highest social media use and
exploration of colour cosmetics so
provide fantastic sweat/wear proof
make-up to take them from the gym
through the day and into the night
with interesting YouTube footage
(and even an app!) to really capture
their attention.

3 Top Trends to look for in 2017
It’s a new year, a fresh start and set to be an exciting year ahead! So, what does 2017 hold? This report will take a look at the 3 top trends that you’ll see this

year… so get started early on your next developments with these trends in mind!
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Bobbi Brown to leave her
namesake cosmetics line
Make-up artist Bobbi Brown will step down from her eponymous brand by
the end of 2016. She founded the brand 25 years ago.
The brand's owner, Estee Lauder Companies, confirmed the news in a
statement, saying that the global brand president Peter Lichtenthal will
continue to oversee the business, reports

"I am thankful for the extraordinary people that I've had the privilege to work
with over the years and proud of the creative endeavours and innovative
products we've created together," Brown said.

"And the Lauder family, for the many opportunities they gave me," she
added. Brown's brand was born when the make-up artist found herself on
a quest to create lipstick that was flattering for all skin tones.
Brown's next steps are as yet unknown, but in the statement she hinted that
her brand's 25th anniversary was a milestone "that made me realise it was
time to start a new chapter and move on to new ventures".

Operation Henna: 8 cases against hazard-
ous cosmetic products
Operation Henna, a raid conducted by the state drugs control department
on the stockists and dealers of cosmetic products has found many
products without valid details of manufacturers and batch numbers. Even
some of the products have been found substandard and hazardous to skin.

"The raid was conducted following the complaints received by the state
drugs control department over the allergies and skin problems being faced
by the people who have used certain brand of cosmetic products. In the
raids conducted in ten districts of the state, eight cases have been
registered against the dealers and stockists,'' said Ravi S Menon, deputy
drugs controller of the state.

The cases have been registered against the dealers and stockists since there
was no detail about the manufacturers of the product. Even in some of the
products there were no details about the manufacturing date or batch
number.

The products seized include henna products, hair colouring materials, skin
creams, face pack, after shave lotions and moisturisers. The drug inspectors
who have conducted the raids have found that certain after shave lotions
were just spirits.

"A large quantity of these products were found stocked by the dealers and
most of the products have come from north India. Now the efforts are on
to find out the manufacturers,'' said the deputy drugs controller.
The state drugs control department has found these products are being
widely used in several beauty parlours across the state since it comes with a
cheap price. The complaints have also come from the people on whom
these products were used from the beauty parlours. ̀ `We have not
conducted the raids on the beauty parlour since for that we need special
permission from the government,'' said Ravi Menon.

Dubai Municipality’s Dubai Central Laboratory (DCL) has started a service that enables testing of Halal cosmetics.

DCL will conduct the tests using advanced technologies, while meeting international practices, reported news agency WAM. Among the cosmetics and
personal care products to be tested include lipsticks, creams and soaps. Tests will done to detect presence of ingredients or production methods not
permitted in Islam.

"The new service is useful to the customers of these products, traders, statutory and regulatory bodies."
DCL department director Amin Ahmed was quoted by  rabianbusiness.com
as saying: "As the concept of Halal is most often centreed around food
products, DCL undertook the important role of developing this initiative
using the Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy technology to detect the
presence of pork fat and to confirm it by using Gas Chromatography Mass
Spectrometry.

"The new service is useful to the customers of these products, traders,
statutory and regulatory bodies.

"It is one of the regulatory requirements of the Gulf Standard Specifications,
which states that these products are free of pork fat and its derivatives."

The spending on Halal products such as vaccines, pharmaceutical,
nutraceutical and cosmetics is likely to reach $213bn over the next four
years.

Dubai to conduct Halal tests on cosmetics
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A month ago, social media
was actively sharing and
debating domestic abuse

after a video surfaced that showed a
victim of domestic abuse using
make-up to hide her injuries.

The video was from a show on
Morocco's state television. The host,
working on a model with a big
bruise under one of her eyes,
shared tips on choosing the right
shade of foundation to camouflage
the tell-tale sign. "Make sure to use
loose powder to fix the make-up so
if you have to work throughout the
day, the bruises don't show," said
Lilia Mouline, the host, in Arabic.
As could be expected the channel
drew heavy flak on social and
traditional media for airing such
insensitive content, and it issued an
unconditional apology later. In
Morocco domestic violence is not a
crime and perhaps a reason why
national television shows makeup
tutorials for the "morning after a
beating".

In India too survivors of domestic
abuse, those who are from affluent

backgrounds, take help of make-up
and, at times, cosmetic procedures
to deal with physical signs of
domestic violence. "I see many
young unmarried girls in live-in
relationships or otherwise walk in
with marks of beating. They'll have a
swollen eye or bruises on the face,
sometimes cigarette burn marks on
hands," says Dr Apratim Goel, a
cosmetic surgeon based in Mumbai.
She says that most injuries are
inflicted under the influence of
alcohol in a fit of rage.

Rashmi Anand, a writer and a
survivor of domestic violence, says
that make-up helps women living
with domestic abuse survive from
day to day. "The relentless violence
takes a toll on your self-esteem, and
then you see this black-blue scar
sitting on your neck. When body is
abused, you want to hide that fear,
insecurity behind layers, be it of
make-up or clothing. You are not
only hiding from the world but also
from your own self," says Anand
who used to wear turtle necks, full-
sleeves and apply make-up to hide
the scars.

Cosmetic surgery to rescue
Women who face violence see it as
their shame instead of the perpetra-
tors'. When they seek medical
attention for the injuries they never
admit to have been beaten up but
usually blame it on a fall or an
accident.

"However, as doctors we can
understand whether this injury is
from an accidental fall or blunt
trauma inflicted by another person,"
says Dr Goel who first gets an X-ray
done to ascertain if there's any
internal injury or not and then,
depending on the nature of the
injury, prescribe a topical vitamin C
cream for bruises, an injection for
swelling or laser for permanent
scars. "If they ask I also recommend
certain cosmetics to reduce the
appearance of injuries and how to
apply them," she adds.

Confidentiality and privacy are the
reasons why women choose to see
a cosmetic doctor rather than a
general surgeon or GP. "At hospitals
it's mandatory to have in-house
police but this is not applicable to
private clinics," says Dr Soma Sarkar,

medical director and dermatologist,
Skin Inn, Mumbai.
"Our practices are built on confi-
dence and we are well-equipped to
handle physical injuries. So, victims
of abuse often show up at our
clinics," says Dr Mohan Thomas,
senior cosmetic surgeon at
Cosmetic Surgery Institute and
Breach Candy hospital, Mumbai. in
the past 14 years of his practice, Dr
Thomas says he has seen a dozen-
plus cases of domestic violence.

"These include facial fractures,
broken nose, cuts, swellings and
bruises," says Dr Thomas who also
has an in-house psychiatrist at his
clinic to help such women.
Dr Ranjana Kumari, an advocate of
women's rights and director Centre
for Social Research, underscores the
role doctors can play in helping
victims of domestic abuse.

"We want doctors to take a call on
this. Identify the victims and refer
them to us. We've been in talks with
the medical fraternity to formulate a
set of guidelines around it," says Dr
Kumari.
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Epique introduces intensive
regenerating night creams with super
nourishing and restorative night
formula that leaves the skin
renewed ,deeply nourished and
revitalized. It is Packed with
concentrated plant molecular
extracts specially for mature skin.

Epique lab's clinically tested
powerful Regenerating night phyto
concentrate formula penetrates
deeply and replenishes the skin's
moisture and nutrients to promote
nightly recovery that makes the skin
retain its glow.It also improves skin's
elasticity and density,reduces lines
and wrinkles and smoothens
uneven skin tone and

Epique introduces Intensive
Regenerating Night Cream:
A DEEP WRINKLE ACTION NIGHT REPLENISHING FORMULA FOR MATURE SKIN

texture.Thus,making the skin look hydrated ,renewed ,revitalised and
radiant.

This antioxidant rich,replenishing and  nourishing night cream with
regenerating night phyto concentrates contains concentrated plant
molecular extracts of pure Boswellia Serata Resin and Glycrrhiza
Glabra Root that replenishes the skin's nutrients and acts at the
intracellular level to protect the skin ,helps restore elasticity , reduces
fine lines and smoothens out uneven skin tone.

The combination of algae extracts ,Shea butter extracts,Moringa
seed oil ,almond oil,vitamin E and C leaves the skin immersed in
moisture and helps smoothen the skin's tone and  texture leaving it
hydrated,renewed and radiant.

PRICE : 50 ml for Rs 3,600

Available at the Store: Epique,Ambience mall,Vasant Kunj, and
Online : www.myepique.com

Skin Laundry launches products at
Sephora
Skin Laundry has launched its beauty products at the stores of cosmetics retailer Sephora,
which will serve as an exclusive retail partner.

Marketing its 17 daily wash and wear skincare targeted treatment products, the range will
feature in Sephora's US stores and website. Canadian customers will be able to purchase the
products from www.sephora.ca.

The product line will feature Skin Laundry’s Gentle Foaming Face Wash, daily moisturiser Broad
Spectrum SPF35, the SleepCycle Pillowcase, and the Hydrating Radiance facial treatment mask.
Each offering has been designed to cleanse, nourish, and protect skin and hair.

"We are now able to introduce even more consumers to Skin Laundry's benefits through our
amazing skincare line."
Skin Laundry's founder Yen Reis said: "Our partnership with Sephora is a huge leap forward in
the expansion of the company's brand footprint.

"While we have serviced tens of thousands of clients over the past few years at our Skin
Laundry clinics, we are now able to introduce even more consumers to Skin Laundry's
benefits through our amazing skincare line at the preeminent place to discover, learn, and play
with beauty products.”

Skin Laundry specialises in laser and light therapy. Its 15-minute Laser + Light Facial removes
wrinkles, dirt, and bacteria to improve complexion and result in soft, smooth, and radiant skin.
Skin Laundry opened its flagship location in Santa Monica in 2013.
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Are you pondering about
romantic ideas to celebrate
the special Valentines’

month? But in all the celebrations,
think twice if you are willing to give
up on your health!

Dolly Kumar, Founder and Director at
GAIA – India’s leading health and
wellness brand shares various ideas
to celebrate this valentines’ in a
healthy way.

Love is in the air. From gorging into
sugar-filled delights to going out for
candle light dinners and dates,
February is a month to let loose with
your loved one. But in all the
romance,we often tend to over-
indulge without even realizing;
throwing our health and fitness
regime out of the gear. The sinful
delicacies might be very tempting,
but remember it can make you put
on tonnes of calories. Since the
month of February is all about love,
why not shower love to your health?
Celebrate this special Valentines
month with your loved one with
some healthy alternatives. Here are
some ideas to your rescue:

1.       If you have plans to surprise
your beloved with breakfast on bed,
why not wake them up to a bowl of
Crunchy Muesli – Strawberry with
fresh fruits and skimmed milk? Made
from rolled oats, wheat, corn flakes
and honey, Gaia Crunchy Muesli
Strawberry is laced with the
goodness of delicious strawberries.
It is high on health and is laden with

nutrients like vitamins, minerals and
antioxidants. Rich in fibre, it helps in
weight management.This ideal V-Day
breakfast option will keep you rolling
for the day with your loved one.

2.      Are you looking for a better
beverage option this V-Day? Instead
of the unhealthy cocktails, why not
opt for something healthy and
refreshing? Prepare a cup of hot
Green Tea – Jasmine and treat your
loved one with a different and
healthy brew. Gaia Green Tea –
Jasmine is a beautiful blend of
invigorating green tea with the
alluring aroma and delicate flavour of
jasmine blossoms. Bright & mellow,
fresh & soothing, every sip of this
magical brew transports you to a
world free of chaos. Rich in
antioxidants, green tea provides a
myriad of health benefits like
strengthening immunity, improving
digestion, cleansing and detoxifying
the body as well as enhancing skin
health. Add to this, the benefit of
the sweet fragrance of jasmine
which scientific research shows has
an instant calming and stress
relieving effect.

3.      Ditch the idea of candle-light
dinner on a fancy restaurant, instead
win the heart of that special
someone with delicious home-
cooked meals with Extra Light Olive
Oil. Extra Light Olive Oil is a great
alternative to regular cooking oil and
is ideal for cooking all kinds of
cuisines. It has a subtle flavor and
light texture that compliments every
dish perfectly. Olive oil is known to
be rich in monosaturated fat that
helps reduce bad cholesterol (LDL)
and increases good cholesterol

BYLINE ARTICLE BY DOLLY KUMAR, DIRECTOR GAIA

Celebrate Health this Season of Love

(HDL) that protects your heart. It also
contains anti-oxidants that provide
anti-aging benefits and help keep
your skin and hair healthy.

4.      This season of love, why not
add some sweetness to your life
with some Multifloral Honey instead
of opting for unhealthy sugar?
Known as the honey of a thousand
flowers, Multifloral Honey is the
purest and healthiest form of honey
available. A natural sweetener and a
great alternative to chocolate and
processed sugar, it adds healthy
nutrients in place of empty calories
to your body. Dribble some
Multifloral Honey on your favourite
dessert and add some healthy
sweetness to your celebrations.

5.      The month February is also
about sharing gifts with your loved
one; Chocolate being the most
common of all. But with so much
calories a chocolate has to offer, is it
really worth giving to your that
special someone? Why not opt for a
healthy alternative? This V-Day, gift
your loved one Chocolate and
Muesli Granola Bar. An ultimate snack
bar, it gives your bursts of flavor in
every bite. A delicious mix of rolled
oats, muesli, chocolate and honey,
this wholesome bar can be enjoyed
anytime, anywhere.

 All Gaia products are available at
leading stores (Nature’s Basket,
Spencer’s, Metro, Easy Day, Big
Bazaar, Sabka Bazaar, Spar
Hypermarket etc.) near you or you
can order them online at
gaiagoodhealth.com, Amazon,
Grofers, Big Basket, Snapdeal, Health
Kart and Nykaa.
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With increased awareness on the harmful

effects of chemicals used in cosmetics, the

demand for natural cosmetic products has

gained tremendous momentum in the past

and the trend is expected to continue in

future as well. In current scenario, Indian

cosmetic industry is full of herbal beauty

brands and many cosmetics companies are

also launching a new range of herbal

products. As per RNCOS research, they found

that market for herbal cosmetics will surge in

the near future contributing majorly to the

growth of cosmetic industry in India.

According to a new research report by

RNCOS, "Indian Cosmetic Sector Forecast to

2015", Indian cosmetics market has been

growing at a rapid pace and has outpaced all

market dimensions.

With the rising beauty concerns among both

men and women, the Indian cosmetics sector

is expected to expand remarkably in near

future. Their research revealed that robust

media promotion and rising western culture's

influence are the major factors driving the

cosmetics sector in India.

Furthermore, rising purchasing power and

growing fashion consciousness in the country

will majorly contribute to the growth of Indian

cosmetic market, which is anticipated to

register a CAGR of around 17% during 2011-

2015.

The report evaluated the Indian Cosmetics

Market by segmenting it into hair care, skin

care, oral care, fragrance, and color cosmetics

Herbal is the
new cosmetic
When people hear the word cosmetics, they often
think of makeup products but the term also applies
to lotions, shampoos, face creams and other
products designed for external use and used to
enhance the features of individuals.

While some brands of makeup may contain herbal
ingredients, herbal cosmetics usually typically rely
on herbs rather than artificial chemicals to provide
intended benefits.

Herbal cosmetics can vary significantly. Some
brands may just use a single essential oil to provide
fragrance, while others base their entire formulas
around herbs. Those who are looking for
completely natural products should read
ingredients lists very carefully, because even if labels
claim to offer herbal blends, products may still
contain unwanted chemicals.

Rajinder Ahuja, owner of Hella Herbal explains why
herbal products are becoming popular in the
market. “Herbal products have all the ingredients
which are not harmful for your skin. There are no
side-effects of these cosmetics as they don’t have
any chemicals.”

Herbal product manufacturers use a wide variety of
herbs, the most common include lavender, tea tree
oil, and chamomile. These three herbs are generally
considered among the safest for the skin when
diluted, which may account for their popularity.
Lavender and chamomile are popular choices for
nighttime lotions and bath products because of
their calming properties.

Tea tree oil is beneficial to those with a wide variety
of skin conditions, and often appears in facial
products designed for those with acne.  Rashi
Kochchar, trainer and head PR of Shahnaz Skin Care
and Cure seconds Rajinder. “We don’t use any
chemical in our products and that is why our
products are so popular. Nowadays people are
aware about their skin and the products they use. “

Going the herbal way is Ayur Herbals, which claims
ti use herbs in their products. “We use very less
amount of chemical in our products.

High Demand of
Herbal Products to
Drive Indian
Cosmetics Industry

providing detailed analysis and forecast of the

Indian cosmetics market. It also provided a

comprehensive study on sub-segments, such

as shampoo, hair conditioner, hair gel, hair

color, face creams/lotions, talcum powder,

face wash, tooth paste and powder, tooth

brush, and mouth wash. In order to depict a

correct picture of the current and future

market outlook of the industry, they have also

analyzed various established and emerging

trends in Indian cosmetics sector. With a view

to understand the industry's competitive

landscape and present a balanced outlook to

the clients, they have also included a section

profiling on the major players for each

segment along with a SWOT analysis. The

report also facilitates a brief analysis of Hair

and Beauty Salon Market, Spa Market and

Cosmetics Surgery market, which forms a

major part of the Indian cosmetics sector.

About RNCOS

RNCOS is one of the leading market research

and information analysis companies with a

global presence. Company focus on

delivering high quality research services to

business professionals, organizations and

individuals, thus supporting in maximizing

success from the current industry information.

RNCOS brings first-hand information and

prudent analysis on various industries,

technologies, economic and non-economic

market parameters, potential markets, and key

competitors in the industry and give rational

forecast on market trends to help their clients

to identify prospective growth areas and gain

competitive edge.
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RUIPACK

No.103,Xin-An Street,Qian-dao-hu Town,Chun-an,Zhejiang,China P.C.:311700
Tel:++86-571-24818302/ 24818303 | Fax:++86-571-64827114
http://www.ruipack.com | E-mail: caftsix@ruipack.com

HANGZHOU RUIJING PACKAGING CO,LTD
(ZHEJIANG CHUN-AN FOREIGN TRADE CO.,LTD)

To Reach Your Ideal Packaging
A Professional Beauty Packaging

RUIPACK majors in designing, developing, and producing product packaging for personal care, cosmetics and chemicals products. 
With complete and mature control system, professional R&D, advanced facilities and techniques, and abundant experience in 

production and exportation, we have the confidence to help our clients benefit from their markets. From being established till now, 
RUIPACK is always dedicated to exploring and designing new items in the market. We focus on innovation, quality and service best 
during business with all our clients. We have earned innumerable clients all over the world so far and are keeping good business 

relationship with them. RUIPACK looks forward to working with you together. 

From Concept To Final Delivery, RUIPACK Devotes Itself To Making 
Creative Packaging Inspiration. A Reality.
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